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measures designed to preserve peace and International
order and security.
5. TheMembers (}f thi~ great .Assembly cannot afford
to maintain cordial relations with States which use or
are prepared to use threats, force or aggression as a
means of solving international problems; otherwise the
efficacy and even the very existence of the United Na
ti~s will be jeopardized. We should always bear in
mind the lessons of the defunct League of Nations
whose downfall was due to a lack of determination and

President: Prince WAN WAITHAYAKON th f'
-ll',',' (Thailand}, courage on e part 0 Its members in meeting the chal-

Ienge of aggressor States and calling for appropriate

I
sanctions by the international community.

'., i h6. Tthhis his why the
b
dehlegatChi~ of Panama, of which II AGENDA ITEM 9 ~ve e onour to e t e .atnnan, has supported and

I
",I{":,,. ,,'Ydl s~pport all measures designed to alleviate the tragic
, General debate (continu..m) situation of the Hungarians, and why we supported

the proposal that thaJt question be given priority in the
SPEECHES lW MR. BOYD (PANAMA), MR. LANGE (NOR- General Assembly, There is no room whatever for tem-

WAY), MR. NASZKOWSKI (POLAND), ]!.IR. ARISMENDI p'orJzmg 111 the !ace,o~ the brutal and merciless aggres..
(VENEZUELA), MR. TSIANG (CHINA) AND MR. CHA- sion by the SOVJ~t U~lIon~a1nst theHungarian people,
MANDI (YEMEN) who are now shedding their blood In defence of thei'r

~ 1. Mr. BOYD (Panama) (translated from Spani.sh) : freedom and the sacred right of self-determination,
( The United Nations meets today in this General As- . 7. State~ which love ju~tice and democracy, as do the
!~ sembly, under the able guidance of out' President, at great majority of those In the United Nations cannot
I a, critical moment of world tension. We have before us a become accomplices of the puppet government ~f Hun-
l series of grave problems which we must face with a gary. Trustworthy cabled reports and the personal ac-
. high sense of responsibility; and if we are to justify counts of thousands of refugeesspeak with moving elo-

1

1 t,he trnstand, faith placed in us by those in the world quence of the Odyssey of a people striving to throw off
who love peace, freedom, justice and democracy, we a shameful yoke.. The flood of falsehoods and sophisms
must find a 'Solution consistent with the precepts and designed to convince us that the situation in Hungary is

1 principles proclaimed in the Charter. The Panamanian normal has fallen on deaf ears. What of the Soviet
I deleg3ltion does not propose to l1"epeat outworn cliches or troops there, spreading horror and death in places which
l~ tp recite polite phrases for mere fonn's sake, We wish only yesterday were scenes of peaceful activity? What of

~
' to express our fervent, hopes a.nd to reiterate, without the Hungarians who prefer to die rather than live

, euphemism, our faith in lofty ideals. " under the hammer of oppression and the freedom-
'! 2. Before the sinister outbreak of barbaric oppression lopping sickle? What of. the trucks moving off to for-

, . . H d b f h di f I eign parts, loaded with patriots whose only prospects are

'

no, w npe III T ungary, an e ore t e isgrace u outrage torture and death?
. practised on certain small countries, there were' many
jgloomy prophets who maintained :that the United Na- 8. The United Nations could not remain indifferent
~ nons was anaemic and powerless to translate into prae- to the tragedy nQW being enacted in Hungary as a re..

\

" , dca,1 action the principles w,hichare its guiding spiri,t, suIt of Soviet intervention. Had we done so, it would
its very essence and purpose. Yet those who think and pave been tantamount to conniving' at the violation of '

~ speak in this manner evidently do not realize that insti- the fu~datnent3:1 prl.nci~les of the Charterand condoning
~ tations dedicated to lofty ideals are invulnerable to the genocide, a onme agaInst mankind defined and con-
~talculating brutality of those who still believe in the demned by the United Nations iitse1f," on the ,proposal

\
' sinister rule of the whip and the <shot-gun. of the delegations of Panama, Cuba. and India. .

9. On ,this question of foreign intervention I should
,3.

1

The United Nations is faced with a severe test; stress that thel,..atin American peoples ha~e always
!b\,t just as bitter trials tend to strengthen the resolve been extremely JUlIOllS of their sovereignty and terri..
, o~ fine men, in the same way crises act like a spiritual torial integrity. Throughout their history, they have
"I topic on the keepers of the international peace. opposed any attempt at any kind of intervention hew..

4.! The resolutions of the General Assembly, the most ever ostensibly well-intentioned; for the resuits ate
,:1 authoritative voice of world opinion, undoubtedly carry always disastrous for the State concerned.
{ \ great moral force; it is essential, however, that at 10. Consequently, just as we condemn the unjustified

crucial moments, as happened in the Suez Canal case, and barbarous aggression by the Soviet Union, we also
the Assem~ly should also possess and utilize.the nec~s- denoupce no less sincerely 'an4 strongly the agg.ression
Sary coercive force to guarantee due compliance with committed by France, the Ul1.l.ted Kingdom and Israel
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against Egypt, though it must be pointed out that these
Powers are prepared to .discuss the problem in this
world forum of the United Nations.
11. As regards the situation in the Near East and
with respect 11:0 the status of the Suez Canal, the Repub..
lic of Panama, faithful to its traditions and consistent
ill its support for international law, wishes to repeat
that it condemns the use of force as a means of solving ,
conflicts between States, and will support any measures
designed to ensure peace in that region, with due regard
for the dignity and sovereignty of the Egyptian nation.
12. As we stated from this rostrum last week [.591st
meeting], the question of Suez is of special importance
to the Panamanian delegation for four reasons: first,be..
cause our own territory il:l also cut by an artificial water..
way which reduces distances and brings together the
peoples of the world; secondly because of the similarities
between the Panama Canal and the Suez Canal; thirdly,
because the mercantile marine of Panama is the sixth
largest in the world; and fourthly, because the regula
tions regarding Iflle neutralization and use of the Suez
Canal set forth in the Constantinople Convention of
18881 apply also to Panama. In Suez, the territorial
sovereignty is vested in Egypt; in the Panama Canal
zone, it is vested in the Republic of Panama.
13. The sovereignty of Panama over the Canal zone
is a concrete, positive fact. The Isthmus Convention of
19032, when our contractual relationship with the United
States began, corroborates this. Despite the shortcom..
ings of that instrument, attributable largely to the
exigencies of the time and to adverse factors which I do
not propose to analyse now, the founders of the State of
Panama took special care to ensure that the United
States should possess in the Canal zone only such rights"
powers and authority as are n.ecessary for the operation,
maintenance, repair and defence of the Canal; in all
other fields not related to those specific ends, all rights,
power and authority ate in the hands of the Republic
of Panama.
14. The Isthmus Convention of 1903 contained harsh
conditions hurtful to out national pride, and 'hence the
Republic of Panama, which has always. respected its
international obligations and the principles of inJ1:erna
tional law, has been negotiating an amicable settlement
of its differences direct with the other party, the United
States, through periodic revisions of :the Treaty of 1903.
15. The first revision, in 1926, was unsuccessful: the
second, in 1936, contained important improvements for
Panama; the third, in 1942, took place as a result of
the Second World War; and the last revision was made
in the Treaty of Mutual Understanding and Cooperation
between the United States of America and the Republic
of .Panama and the Memorandum of U nderstandings
concluded in 1955. To make these two agreements
completely effective, supplementary laws will be enacted
by the United States Congress:
16.' The First of these laws concerns equality of
opportunity, wages and pensions for Panamanian and
North American workers in the Canal zone; the second
concerns the 'return to Panama of certain land and
property not needed in connexion with the Canal; and
the last concerns the financing of a bridge over the
Canal. On the strength of the principle of 'equal pay for
equal work, which has been internationally recognized

. 1 Convention respecting the free navigation of the Suez
Maritime Canal, signed at Constantinople on 29 October 1888.

2 Convention for the Construction of a Ship Canal, signed at
Washington on 18 November 1~3,

and specifically embodied in .the contractual arrange.
ments in force between the Republic of Panama and the
United States, the Government of Panama. considers
that any attempt to establish in the Canal zone wage
rates on the basis of "contractual geographical areas"
would mean a new type of discrimination based on the
worker's "locality," or point of origin, that would, in
practice, be as harmful and reprehensible as the old
types of discrimination. The only salary differential we.
regard as being equitable and non-discriminatory is that
based on the difference in workers' skill or experience
for any particular post.
17. Although the aforesaid agreements Ieave many
Panamanian ambitions unfulfilled, they do represent a
step towards the solution of our problems with the
United States. Panama is confident that future negotia
tions will make it possible to arrive at fah- and amicable
understandings and arrangements which will reflect the
true spirit of justice 'embodied in the agreements,

18. The ItreaHes in force between Panama and the
United States repeatedly make it clear that both
countries have joint and vital interests in the operation
of the Canal and in maintaining a real, stable and
inviolable peace and 'sincere friendship between the
Republic of Panama and the United States and between
their citizens.
19. Now that we are discussing the problem of the
Suez Canal, it will be of interest for Members of this
Organization to have some information, however brief,
on the operations of the Canal which, though built for
the benefit of the world, has cut the territory of the
Republic of Panama in two.
20. The construction of the Panama Canal, begun by
the great French 'builder of the Suez Canal, Ferdinand
de Lesseps, was brought ro a successful conclusion by
the United States Government. This engineering marvel,
the outcome of 'a titanic struggle against nature and
tropical disease, was inaugurated in 1914, at a total
cost of $325,311,966.
21. On the basis. of the figures given in the report of
the Governor of .the Panama Canal zone, Mr. William
E. Potter, The New York Times of 11 November stated
that the Panama Canal, after payment of the costs of
the Government of the zone, amounting to $51,151,557,
and the interest on the investment, amounting to
$41,611,824, has shown a net profit of $17,733,724
over the past five years. For these five years, the
payment to Panama of the yearly rent amounted to
$2,150,000.
22. White from the economic point of view the Canal
has proved a great success for its builders, from the
strategic point of view it has increased the naval power
of the United States by 40 to 60 per cent.
23. Panama is pleased to .give these statistics on the
Canal, even though we feel that we do not receive all
the benefits rightfully due to us as partners in 'an under..
taking in which, together with the United States, we
have a mutual and vital interest.

24. The Canal has been a vital artery for the defence
of the continent in two world wars. vVe are proud to
state that not a 'Single Panamanian has ever been found
guilty of acts likely to endanger the security of ,theGanpl.
The United States and the rest of the democratic world
have always found in Panama a staunch collaborator, a
loyal friend, and a nation respectful of its international
commitments.
25; As representatives to this Assembly know, the
Republic of Panama is an isthmus which links the two
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of peoples who put democratic ideals on one slde,:and
we 'shall not go away satisfied until we have obtained
for Panama the victories which rightfully belong to a
small nation constantly striving forward. '.
33. The delegation of Pan-ama comes here with an
open heart and an alert mind, prepared to do every
thing in its power to see that' justice, tolerance, democ
racy and respect are not mere words, but concepts
endowed with true meaning,

34. The PRESIDENT: I call upon the representative
of Australia on a point of or-der.

-35. Mr. CA:SEY (Australia): I am grateful for this
very brief opportunity Ito refer to a point of order on a
matter of consequence to US all. I refer to the statement
made by the Minister of External Affairs of the Union
of South Africa this morning [597th meeting].

36. The partial withdrawal of the Union of South
Africa from full-scale participation in fhe affairs of the
United Nations is something of which we must aB
take note, We cannot. but TegJret that they have decided
to take this step, but we entirely understand' their
reasons for so doing. We share their concern over some
of the ,tendencies that are apparent in the United
Nations, particularly in matters that concern the domes
tic field. There are big things to be done in and by the
United Nations; but if the United Nations attempts to
cope with every problem of the world, small and .large,
domestic as well as international, it may well weaken
its influence and effectiveness.

37. 'We in Australia wouldhioPe that all Members
would give heed and reflection to thewaming Iight
that the Union of South Africa has shown. For myself,
I can only hope that the action that South Africa has
taken will turn out to be no more than a temporary one
and that the circumstancesthat brought about its partial
withdrawal will be modified, as delegations reflect on
the situation that brought i.t about.

38. Mr. LANGE(Norway) ~ Once again we meet
hereatthe United Nations to discuss the troubled state
of the world and the role which our Organization has
to play in improving this state of affairs. A few weeks
ago, we were preparing for this general debate in a mood
largely determined by what, at least on the surface,
appeared to be a relaxation of the tensions which the
so-called "cold war" had created in international rela
tions during the first post-war· decade. Today we. can
but register the fact that this atmosphere of relaxaltion
was abruptly 'shattered by the tragic events in Hungary
and the crisis in the Middle East. During this, iJts
eleventh session, the United Nations finds itself in the
midst of the turmoil resulfing' from these events. This
situation inevitably must give the statements which we
hear during the present debate a 'tenor radically different
from what might have been expected 'Some weeks ago.

39. It is not my intention to indulge in a lengthy effort
to.explainhow and why this sudden change in the
international picture occurred, or why it has caught
both us here in the United Nations and the general
public somewhat unprepared. There is, however, in my
opinion one important fact which tended to become
obscured du,ring Ithe period whendeclarations of peace
and friendship took the place of serious efforts at mak
ing peace. This fact,. so brutally revealed in Hungary
and in the Middle East, is of course that the mere
absence of war does not mean that we have peace.

40. This may be a truism. But is it not Itnte that peace
is a state of affairs so ardently desired by the war-weary

, Americns. It covers an area of 28,600 square miles and
has a population of over a million inhabitants. The
progressive administration pf Mr. Ernesto de la Guardia,
dnauguratedrecentIy,is endeavouring with all the
capacities and good will at its command to increase the
cultivation-of the soil and to create new sources of
wealth in the country. The President of Panama feels
that through the scientific development of our resources,
with Government action directed towards the attain
ment of diversified production, it will be possible for us
to transform the country in a way which will bring
gre,...ate.r well-being. for Pana..rnanian citizens.

nanv .-
J 26. Because of obvious financial limitations, and

~~: equipment that does not always meet the requirements
retia- ofour time, Panama today has to put forth herculean
~able ~fforts to ensure that its farmers have agricultural
:t the implements, th3lt its workers find employment to occupy

them physically -and mentally, that disease and the
mortality rates are reduced, and that the people have

1 the hygienic and decent housing. Panama is having to exert
both tremendous effons in 1956 to cope with the ravages of
ation endemic diseases, to provide properly trained teachers

and for the growing school population, and to reduce the
l the illiteracy figures.
ween 27. In the United Nations, countries are'not measured

by the area of their territory or the numerical strength
f the of their inhabitants, but rather by their integrity of
t this purpose and honesty of conduct. Panama therefore
brief, hopes that the specialized agencies of the United Nations
It for will make the benefits of their technical assistance
f the programmes available in a more effective way-. We con-

sider that, as a sincere ally of the democratic world, our
10 by country is entitled to expect from an Organization which
inand has received its loyal support a little more assistance in
m by raising the standard of living of its people. This is
arvel, neither a cry of despair nor a presumptuous request,
~ and but a bold and straightforward appeal to the spirit of
total the United Narions,

28. Panama professes and practices the principle that
>1'11: of respect must govern relations both between Govern
llliam ments as well as individual human relations. The emi
ltated nent lawyer, Mr. Ricardo ]. Alfaro, by his distinguished
sts of contribution to the drafting of the Universal Declaration
l,557, of Human Rights, crystallized what for Panamanians is
g to acredo of political philosophy which, if it were practised,
3,724 would undoubtedly provide a most effective code for
,the curtailing abuse, enchanging human dignity, and sett.jng
ed to ethical standards for society,

29. As to Ithe other specific items on the agenda of
Canal this Assembly, Panama wishes to state beforehand thalt
n the it will support any steps designed to bring to the peoples
rower of the world at present ivingunder colonial regimes n

system of government in keeping with their wishes and
n the their capacity for self-government.
ve all 30. Panama will also unswervingly condemn any type
nder- ot racial discrimination, and will support any measures
s, we which will make it possible permanently to eradicate

such discrimination.
~fence ~l. My country also wishes to state that it will vote
ud to In favour of increasing the number of members of the
found Security Council, the Economic and Social Council and
~anaJ. lhe International Law Commission, so that these organs
world ~ay genuinely represent the United Nations now that
ror.a lis membership has been considerably increased.
tiortal

32. My delegation comes ,to this eleventh session of
the General Assembly prepared to exert every effort to
Dtairttain the noble ideals of the United Nations intact.

erare here to judge severely the inteJ:l11altional conduct
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peoples of the world-s-and statesmen are no exception
-that even the simplest faots tend to be overlooked
when an apparent state of peace becomes the main fea
ture in the picture of the world which our information
media draw for us?
41. This brings me directly to an attempt at evaluat
ing the role of the United Nations in present circurn
stances,
42. One basic fact must be emphasized from the very
beginning: this Organization of ours has no means of
its own to enforce. its decisions. If, therefore, Member
States are not willing to act .. in accQrdance with the
decisions of the Organization, then there is not: much
that can be done through the Organization. The moral
obligation upon each and every Member in this respect
is unequivocal and uncompromising. There can be
in practice no exceptions to this rule unless one wishes
to strike at the very foundations of the Organization.
43: The discretion to act cannot be .exercised
unilaterally. It is, furthermore, clearly not consistent
with the obligations of membership to take the law into
one's own hands to. redress wrongs, even if these
wrongs ar./~ 'strongly felt. In every such instance, the
action taken is determined by unilateral and subjective
judgement of what constitutes ri~ht and wrong in a
particular situation. Such discretion has no place in
an ·international order built on 'law, just as it has' no
place in the internal order of individual countries.
44. Having said this, I hasten to add that I am fully
aware of the fact that order, be it of an international or
national character, is incomplete and not acceptable
if based exclusively on formal legal obligations. It is
of equal importance that it be based on justice. And
this is the crux of the matter. This is the ,real test to
which the United Nations must be put before we can
determine its .role as a peace-making organ. Peace may
be attainable if we are willing to pay the price for it.
We do not know whether justice is attainable if this
price is paid. We do not know whether the United
Nations has the power. to 'secure justice. These are
fundamental questions, and upon the answers to them
rests .the future of this Organization.
45. Let me now turn to the Middle East situation and
discuss .these questions in the light of the events which
have occur-red there.
46. The, outbreak of hostilities through the invasion
of Egypt by Israel forces, followed by the intervention
of British and French forces in the Suez C3Jt'm1 area,
came as a shock to us and, I am. sure, to many other
friends of these three countries. I would not be quite
sincere, however, if I· also professed surprise at the
outbr.eak of warfare in this region.
47. Over a number of years we have watched develop
merits in the Middle East with growing concern and
apprehension, and with a feeling of frust-ration at the
Jack of will 'and determination to change the fragile
armistice into a stable peace. We understand that this
frustration must have been felt many times as strongly
by those most directly concerned, above all by the
Government and people of Israel, We reject their
action, but we understand their motives. We also under
stand that they are disappointed with the United Na
tions because of its failure to exert decisive influence
towards the establishment of peace in the Middle East,
although I must, in all frankness, express some doubts
3JS to the support. which Israel itself has given to the
United Nations efforts over the last two years to create
an. 'atmosphere more conductive to a settlement, Be
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nons of every Member State are no .Iess than those
resting upon the parties directly involved. There is,
I believe, ·a wide measure of agreement among Mem
bers that the role of the United Nations in the efforts
to restore peace, while being substantial, cannot and
should not replace what must be the main, in fact ·the
indispensable, instrument for hdnging peace to the
Middle East-.namely, dilfeot contact between the par
ties. This peace must be the making of the peoples of
the area and not of any outside State, 'States or agency.
Whatever assistance can be given from outside in or
der to facilitate the peace-making efforts of the par
ties should be given for this purpose alone and not
in a way which might tend either to delay or to ,thwart
whatever efforts are made by the parties.

63. While 1\ think, th~m-e"that the role of the
United Nations, so far as negotiations are concerned,
should be one of discreet, friendly prodding, I firmly
hold that extensive assistance from the United Na
tions will be needed in order to enable the parties to
carry out the adjustments and reforms of an economic
and social nature within and between the respective
countries in the area which a peace settlement cer
tainly wi.1l require. The General Assembly could very
well start considering, even at this 'stage, this par
ticular aspect of its peace-making role in the Middle
East.

64. I cannot leave the subject of the Middle East with
out expressing my disappointment 3Jt the negative atti
tude which the Soviet: Union has ·so far taken towards
United Nations policies in the Middle East during
the crisis. This attitude Is all the more dilSappOinting
since these policies have been supported by the vast
majority of the United Nations, includitlg' the Middle
Easterncountries themselves.

65. The roots of the present ,immediate trouble in the
Middle East must, however, be 'Sought not only in
the unsettled ;State of Arab-Israel relations, but also
in the lack of a satisfactory settlement of the problems
created by Egypt's unilateral nationalizatioe of the
Universal Suez Canal Company. Those of us who are
smportant users of the Suez Canal-and, as a user,
my country comes second-s-cannot rest content until
a .solution of these problem'S has been worked out on
the basis of the six principles [Sj3675] agreed upon
by the Security Council at its 743·rd meeting on 13 Oc
tober 1956.

66. A mere return to the 'Situation as it existed im
mediately before the opening of hostilities 'On 29 October
offers no basis for stable, peaceful conditions in the
area, There is urgent need. for the United .Naltion'S
not only to see to it that the Canal is cleared with the
utmost speed possible, but also to exercise its good of
fices with a view to bringing about direct negotiations
between.Egypt and the principal user nations 00 the fu
ture regime of ibhe Canal.

67. The exchange of letters between the Foreign
Minister of Egypt and the Secretary-General [S/3728],
following their exploratory talks tin October, would
seem to .indicate that, given good will on all sides,
a framework for the implementation of the 'Six agreed
principles could be worked out. In view of the fact that
withdrawal of forces other than those of the United
Na.tions has now been initiarted,the time would seem
to have come .to consider action by this Assembly lto
wards initiating the preparation of a plan fiar the op
eration and maintenance of the Suez Canal and free
dom of passage through it, as outlined in the draft .
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organi~tion, and therea£ter disclaiming responsibility
lort to for thi-s organization's mistakes. The mistakes are our

mistakes, and we should try not to Jrepe3lt them.
56. First of all, it seems obvious to my Government
tliat a mere return to the fragile armistice arrangements
in 1949 in the Middle East is not a .realistic policy.
These arrangements were meant to last for a few
months, as a transition to peace. They could not last as
a basis for permanent relations between neighbouring
countries-and, as we have seen, they did not last.

57. Secondly, the two principal parties involved,
Israel and the Arab States, will have to make certain
fundamental concessions on a. mutual basis. Israel must
recognize thaJt: its emergence in Palestine unavoidably
must lead to serious psychological and other difficulties
on the part ()f the Arabs, and must also be a disturbing
element in the established cultural, social and economic
order in :this predominantly Arab region. These very
serious difficulties must not only be understood; they
must also be recognized by 1he leaders of the Israel
nation as a determining factor in their policy-making.
58. The difficulties have furthermore been com
pounded by the presence Mound the borders of the
new State, on a semi-permanent OOsl'S, of hundreds of
thousands of the former inhabitants of thip laud, who for
eight years now have been Jiving in misery and despair
and who in their desperation may have constituted the
main reason 'Why the armistice machinery of the U nited
Nations has not been able to achieve its ends. I may
also add that the armistice Iines, because they split
the Arab world in two, did much to keep alive the bit
terness which the events of 1948 had unavoidably
created among the Arabs,
59. There are in this situation, I. submit, elements
which should impress upon Israel the need for conces
sions of a substantial nature in any final peace settle
ment, and it is our hope that Israel's leaders will give
the most earnest consideration to these elements, be
cause Israel'ssecurity, in the final analysis, lies in the
establishment of peace with its neighbours, and not in
the uncertainties of a military balance of power.

60. I turn now to the Arabs and the fundamental con
cessions they will have to consider in order to give peace
a chance ro take root and grow in the Middle East.
The State of Israel is there to stay. This is a fact which
must be recognized, and such a recognition must be the
starting point for the formulation of a policy on the
part of the Arab States which 'Will be their indispen
sable contribution Ito the maintenance andsafeguarding

eace in of international peace. Real world peace is inconceivable
without peace in the Middle East. Peace in the Middle

:would East is equally inconceivable without peace between
11ished. Israel and its Arab neighbours. .
semb~ 61. The Arabs represent an old and proud culture, and
rase their religion has imbued them with a sense of moral

and spiritual values of the highest order. Surely they
~ influ- have their substantial part to play in the attainment
: East1 of the goals of this world Organization, and the Nor
ch and wegian Government, for one, is confident Ithat a eo
:0 our- operative 'spirit win guide the actions of the Arab
es who Governments, in concert with the actions of the United

Nations, in this hour of crisis. Such a spirit of eo
. acting operation will be needed no less during the coming
United weeks and months when, as we hope, a determined
LS done .~ffort wil'l.be launched to seek a new basis for a last-

i.~~ll(l Ihgpeace In that area.
~sou1·§2. Addressing myself to the role of the United Na
[>Otieiesti1ms "n these efforts, I want to stress that the obliga
lytnOU$ .



75. Faced with tms enormous problem, great em
phasis has been placed on the necessity for intoosified
efforts by the United Nations to provide economic aid.
and technical assistance. MQl~'~ representatives here 1110.
doubt would like to see a great deal more being done'
in this field, and the Special United Nations Fund for
Economic Development project MS received considera
ble support from most countries. We on our part have
consistently worked for an early establishment of
SUN-FED, and we have tried to be helpful byindicat.. ·
ing our financial contribution to it. There are, how
ever, many reasons why an immediate success ,'1"emaJin~.

as doubtful as a few years ago. Recent political develop
ments, 'and among them the 'Sudden and. untimely na
-tionalization of the Universal 'Suez Canal Company,
have not contributed to further 'Progress. We are,
however, 'still giving the project full ,support and we
hope 'thatsomethi,ng may be achieved in the not too
distant future. " .

76. In our discussions of eoonomic development prob
lems within this Organization, too little a1Jtoot1on has
perhaps been given to measures taken by Member
countries on a bilateral basis to assist economically
under-developed areas.

77. Last year, in the general debate on economic
development in the Second Committee, my delegation.
ventured to give an indication of the amounts whioh
such bilateral economic assistance represented and of Its
increased importance, and we 'Stated on that occasion
that from a vantage point like the United Nations,
we ought to look at the total picture.

78. I think that this year the United Nations, acting
along the lines suggested on several occasions by the
Secretary of State for External Affairs of Canada,
Mr. Pearson, might usefully decide to collect all rele-:
vant data and work out a comprehensive survey of·
the multilateral and bilareralefforts of Members States
in the field. of economic assistance. Many persons and
institutions have recently become interested in this total
picture of economic assistance and have provided valu
able information.

79. I am afraid that the prestige of the United Na
ifJiOl1!S might suffer if over a period of years iot continued.
to concenorate its efforts ina limited field of action,
such as the establishment of SUNFED, without per
haps being able to record success in that direction.
Even if there ~s no !intent to mukilateralize the as
sistance rendered bi1atera1ly~the working out of a
general survey, as suggested, might creete a situation:
where the need of a special multilateral fund might be
better understood and clearly appreciated. It is my
hope that the Second Committee might find it: possible
!to initiate action along the lines 'Suggested by Mr.
Pearson,
80. Another item of a general nature on the agenda!
of this Assembly,' which in the opinion of the Nor
wegian Government is of paramount importance, is
disarmament. I am, of course, very much aware that
the great Powers are and will remain primarily re..
sponslble for what will eventually he achieved m:
respect to disarmament, Nevertheless, the problem cer
minly concerns us ·al.l. I therefore believe that it is
fitting for me, as the representative of a small country;
to try to explain in this general debate, before the
more specific problems of disarmament are tackled
in the First Committee, the general approach of m.~

Government to the present phase in the disarmamen
negotiations between the great POIWerIS.
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resolution submitted by the United States [A/3273]
on 3 November 1956. .
68. I turn now to the situation &n Hungary. We can
not but deeply regret and reprove the attitude of the
Hungarian authorities and the SOIViet Union in flatly
refusing to comply with the repeated urgent requests of
this Assembly-voted by overwhelming majorities
to allow observers" appointed by the Seoretary-Generaf,
to enter Hungary and Investigate freely what has hap
pened and is still 'happening there, to cease forthwith
any deportations and repatriate all persons. who may
have been forcibly removed to the Soviet Union, and
without delay to withdraw Soviet troops from the
country.
69. Short of military action-and no one in this hall
contemplates such an alternative-the only way in
which this Organization can exert any influence on
events in Hungary is by keeping up a constant moral
pressure, on behalf of world opinion, on the Soviet
Union Government and its Hungarian helpers, and by
ever-renewed appeals to them to comply with their
obligations under the Charter and other relevant inter
national agreements to which they are parties.
70... Such pressure has succeeded in opening access for
Red Cross relief from the outside world. But those
millions of private citizens in my contry and in other
countries, who have responded so generously to the
appeal of this great humanitarian relief agency, will not
feel confident that their help is reaching those who are
in greatest need of it until the authorities in Hungary
accept the presence in the country of representatives
of the United Nations, with powers and facilities to
supervise the distribution of outside assistance,

71. In my country, with a population of not quite
3,500,000 about $1,500,000 have been collected through
fund-raising campaigns for the people of Hungary.
·Half of this sum will be used for relief inside Hun
gary, the other half will be used to relieve the suffer
ings of Hungarian refugees and to help them create
a new existence fur themselves. In addition to these
'Sums .collected from private citizens, the Norwegian
Parliament has granted another $70,000, pf which
sum $42,000 will be placed at the disposal of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.
72. Before attempting to draw from our recent ex
perience of United Nations action in Hungary and in the
Middle East certain conclusions with regard to the fu
ture of our Organization, permit me to touch briefly
on one or two of the other matters on the agenda of
the General Assembly.
73. I first turn for a moment to United Nations ac..
tivities in the economic and 'Social fields. In this field,
our maj,'; objective must be to further the economic
growth of the materially under-developed areas of the
world. The steady progress of the' Expanded Pd"O
gramme of Technical Assistance, the recent establish
ment of the International Finance Corporation, with
increased lending' by the International Bank for Re
construction and Development to the economically back
ward areas, give reason for considerable satisfaction.

74. These activities go some modest distance towards
meeting the requirements of the under-developed areas.
The fact remains, however, that the present rate of
economic growth in these areas is far below that of the
more industrialized countries, with ,the result that
contrary to our aims-the gap between the standard
of living and economic well-being of the two areas is
still increasing.
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There is, however, as far as we can see, one basic con
cession that mu'st.still be made by the. Soviet sid\1 be
fore we can embark on this fiJ~st stage, :that is, willing
ness in principle t'Oaccept international control for
tfuture production. of ntidev,i- weapons. Is !it 't'."o much
to. hope that such willingness will now be forthcotbing?
88. I could not very well Ieave this subject ot dis...
armament and mutual trust without touching 011 an
other move that, as TaT as we can see, mightcontribute
to giving the disarmament talks a chance of making
!pJ:"ogress. I would like to refer to whatthe representa
tive of Norway, Mr.Moe, .said in the disarmament
debate of the First Committee here at the United Na
tions last year, on the :subject of nuclear tests. Mr. Moo

. referred [804th meeting] to the fact that such tests can
be easily spotted, In fact everybody seems to agree
that tests of nuclear. weapons over a certain size can
not be carried out in secret, Would lit not then be
possible to embark now on the task of achieving an
early regulation and, if· necessary, reduction of these
tests, independently of the setting up of an elaborate,
and .f:Jtr this purpose unnecessary, control system?

, I

89. I would like to suggest that a fir-st 3l11d immediate
step tmght be to let the United N ations require ad
vance registration with the Secretary-General or the
Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radia
tion of any planned weapons tests expected to cause
measurable, world-wide radioactive' fall-out.. Such ad
vance registration should give the United Natior..s a
possibility of alerting Member States in case cornpe
tent scientific authorities deem the planned .test pro
gramme to exceed the mmi,ts of absolute ,safe1;y.
90. There. is a strong desire amoog ordinary men and
women in my country, and all over the woa::1d, that
steps be taken to safeguard against radioactive contami
nation of moo and his surrcundings by Wt."teased un
controlled na1Jional atomic activity~. It is far from me
to want to exploit this state of opinion for any 'SC3I1"e
propaganda. It seems that the genetic effects from
radioactive fall-out, from tests carried out at the present
rate, are not, for the time being, givdng rise mgtreaJt
anxiety, 'even though the ,differing opinions among
scientists on this 'Subject .are in themselves di~u'1"bing.

Gravest concern has, however, been expressed among
scentists 3JS to the effects of radioactive materials taken
up in food materials and thereby entering human bodies.
This effect of the fall-out may, as. I understand it, rep
resent a danger in a future close 'enough already to
warrant 'serious considerarion today of precau1ionuy
measures. . '
91, This is the &:kglround, then,for our belief that
an early agreementconcemiJng these tests would not
only in itself be of immense value for the fUlture secu
rity and well-being t)f manldnd,but would, just be
cause of the strong public feeling on tthe matter, be a
major factor in re-establishing' SOl11e of that mutual
trust vyithout whd~h other 'steps ,tow~ds a .. full imple
mentation of the disarmament plans will not be possible.
92. In conclusion, ,let me, in the light of our experience
in the last few weeks, stress once more what to me ap
pear as. the salient features of this world,.Orgamzation
as a peace-preserving and peace-making'agency.
93. In the absence of agreement on inOOrmtiomlly
controlled disarmament and of agreement between
Member States and the Security Council on forces to
be placed at the disposal of the Council,the United
Natioos does not possess any means of itlS own to force
Member States to restore peace once they have re
sorted to acts of war. The possibilities of action .through
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81. ':Dh~ not inconsiderable progress achieved in those
talks during the Iasttwo years was, of course, a reflec
tion of the general improvement in international .rela
tiros during that period. It would 'Seem premature to
assess how far the dramatic and tragic happenings
of the last few weeks may prevent further progress
towards disarmament in the near future, However, we
have had the 'shocking revelations of how close we
have come to the brink of disaster and how easily a
spark may blow up the powder..keg. on which we are
virtually ,sitting i~ these days of super-bombs, and I
hope and believe ,that these events will make us all
realize that time is running out on us, that, as far as
disarmament is concerned, it may be now or never.
82. I hope that such a .realizarion-e-and I do not
believe anyone would contend that I have overstated
the urgency of starting' positive action for disarma
ment now-will more than counterbalance the drastic
worsening of internaJtional relations and the reduotion
of mutual trust of which we are aM of us painfully
conscious.
83. Mutual trust is, of course, the key to the whole
problem, more than ever now that such trust has been
'so suddenly and drastically reduced. Disarmament "by
proclamation", without effective control of compliance,
Isconsequently of less value than ever before. We still

. believe that the formula "neither control without dis
armament nor disarmament without control"~ as aptly
phrased by Mr. Moch, must constitute the basis for
a solution. This formula is the backbone of the elaborate
British-French disarmament plans submitted in the
Sub-Committee of the Disarmament Commission [DC/
71, annexes 9 and 13]. Combined with President Eisen
hewer's "open-sky" proposal [DC/71, am-.ex 17] and
MT. Bulganin's suggestions for control of key points
and areas [DC/71, annex 18], this formula should
now make it possible to contruct a package solution,
offering the security of compliance, which in the ab
sence of genuine 1JruISt is necessary.
84. I regret to say, however, that the latest Soviet
proposals, although they seemingly lr..dicate a modifica
tion of previous ISoviet resistance to President Eisen
hower's "open-sky" proprosal, are put forward in the
framework of such unashamed propaganda, and are
linked with what appear to us as purely propaganda
proposals to such an extent that they hardly represent
any serious step towards a solution. .
85. I said a moment ago that mutual trust was the
key to the disarmament problem. We 'should be aware,

.however, that 'tl-,.e setting up and getting in motion
of a disarmamc machinery in itself will be an im
portant factor to ds creating that.mutual trust which
will be necessary to carry a planned disarmament pro-
cess to a successful close.
86. In its careful examination of the present dis- .
armament proposal, my Government has come to the
point where we have asked ourselves whether this
consideration has not t,j 'some extent been overlocked.
We feel, anyway, that disagreement about details of
the later stages of the disarmament process should not
prevent us from at .least getting the process started. We

t

believe:that a start might take us out of the bllnd alley
, where we have for sometime found ourselves, and to
~.' 'Some extent contribute to the reducdon or elimination
}l of the technical and political diffirolties now envisaged
~\ for the later stages of disarmament. .
I

87. We have, I believe, a workable blueprint for such
a start in the first stage of the British-French proposal.
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progress -thae had been achieved at :the previous ses
sion, 'at a time of' growing intematioml confidence. We
!recalled also the increased prestige of the U cited Na..
tiOtllS and the irtcreasedresponsibilities placed. on it as
a result of th~ admission of new Members, May I be
a:l1owed to extend a welcome to the delegadons of the
nineteen States that have '1"ecet1ltly been admitted to
our Organization. W~ now have' here -reprf:Selnmtives of
nearly eighty States, 'This gives us greater poosiMlities"
and greater responsibiUty, for steadfastly implement
ling the principles of the Charter and establ~iShing the
condi1Ji011!s for 'la!sting peace, international co-operation
and security, •
99.' On the other hand, the events which accompanied
the opening of the eleventh 'session of the General As..
sembly mused great concern !to all those who cherish
1ntemationJal co-operation and peace. No sooner had
the tension of the cold war lessened, no sooner had
political, eoc:motnic and cUltural contacts been revived,
than the intemati()llal 'sd..tuadon was 'subjected to new
tensions; and of these the most serious sprang from
the events in the Near East, In ptWsuit of their selfish
ends, Ithree States, the United Kingdom, France and
Israel, launched a brutal attack on Egypt.

100. The blow that thilS aot struck at the cause of
peace and at the United Nations itself was all the greater
because two of its authors were among the great
Powers, that bOOT the primary respoo!Sibitity for the
maintenance .of dntemational peace and security. We
must therefore take prompt and effective measures
to give fuU mtbfaofJioo to Egypt and to providJe guar..
antees for i,ts territOf'ial integrity and full inclepende.,ee.

101. We regard !the Anglo-French aggression in the
Near East as an attempt to turn back the clock to the
period of colonial conquests, as an attempt to wipe out
the great 'Ftogress in international affairs represented
by" the prf..ndpllo:: of the pacific settlement of 3111 inter-
l1~.tiona1 dfspu~~Jeg. .

1u2. It dJs ;true ithaJt: the United Nations and its
Secretary-General can record a certain measure of suc
cess in their efforts to solve this .problem. But we must
see to i,t that the recommendations of the United Na
tions are carried, out meticulously and, fi1"st 'and fore
most, that the troops of the States which committed
aggression against Egypt are. withdrawn dmmediately,
We <Dt1!11ot allow the colonia:1ist aims which certain
Powers are pursuing in the Near East to be achieved,
even in part, behind the cloak of United Nations
resolutions.
103. If we accept the premise that peace is indivisible,
we cannot but regard the events in the Near East as
a very grave warning. We must do everything in OUJ1'
power to ensure that such events never occur again,
elsewhere and against another State. The legitimate
and just demands of Egypt must be satisfied, The shat
tered equilibrium in i,ntemationaJI relations must be re
stored, and we must renew our efforts to 'strengthen
peace. ThJis is our most important task, the 'successful
accomplishment of which would at the same time
mean the rebirth and the :strengthening of the a,uthority
of the United Nations. On behalf of the Polish people
and the Polish Government, I pledge our full partieipa
mon.in these e:ffuflts which ar:e 'so vital to all of UlS.

104. We represent here States with different sys
terns; we represent almost the whole of modern
civilization.. We cannot, bowever, 'speak of the strength
of the United N~tions, or of the effectiveness of ih9
decisions; as long alS one of the glreat Powel"S, rep"'
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?ur Organizaticn are eD;~rely ?etermined byth~~
mgness of Member States to bve up to rtheiIr commit
ments under the Charter and to comply with requests
made to :them by the duly authorized organs of the
Organization. In other words, the main means of action
at our disposal is ,th~ 'Pressure of world public opinion,
as expressed in resoludons of the Security C01.1l11.ci:1
and of this Assembly,
94. The lesson we can draw from recent experience, it
seems 10 me, is this: where democratic insti,tutions in
side Member States enable this moral authority of the
United Nations to make itselltfully felt, Member States
win abide by tht:l decisions of the OrganizaJtion. In
Member States where naltiona\\ institutions are such that
they do [iot all a:llow the pressure of world opinion
to become freely and fully effective, there is no assurance
that Governments wul comp1\y with United Nations
decisions. Beyond moral condemnation, OUT Organiza
tion has very limited means of penalizing Members
for non-compliance. But, on the other hand, the pros
sure of world opinion may aJt times be ·tJremendous, in
faot irresistible, if applied with determinaeion and in the
appropriate circumstances, and no Government should
uD.derestimate the power of such expressions of opinion
bIl·the part of the General Assembly.
95. The establishment of the United Nations Emer
geney Force in the Middle East constitutes a mo
mentot.1is new institntional development. It does not,
however, alter the fundamental character of 'OU'1" Organ
ization. Tremendously encouraging though it may be
tQ see a large number of Member States haseen to put
under direct United Nations command armed forces for
the purpose of facilitating compliance with our Or.,
gamzation',s appeal for a cease-fire and for withdmwal
of troops from Egypt, the United Nations Emergency
Force does not and cannot have the mission to enforce
such compliance, 'showd the parties concerned reverse
their present course of action.
96. N evertheless, it would, in the opinion of my Gov
ernment, I~ worth considering the establishment 00
a permanent basis of United Nations forces in readiness
for emergencies such as the one with which we are
now faced. Such forces would not, ~n th~ proper sense,

. oonstitute an. it1Jtemational police. They rmght, how
ever, be considered 3111 ~nternationa1 fir-e brigade, avail
able for use in 'situations where there is reason to feat
that existing international tension might r-esu1Jt in brush
fires.
97. I have ventur-ed to touch upon a few of the iSlSUeJ.;
/Which C011fu'ont the United Nations today. I have done
ISO in, what I hope may be appreciated as a constmctive
and 'I"ea1i,stic 'spirit. The United Nati011lS, because of its
responsibility for dealing wit1h fuese issues, has become
a focal pronJt of the hopes and the fears, the expecta
tions and the despair of men and women during the
anxious days which we have lived through over the last
three weeks, They may have seen a major war averted
by action fuTough the United Nations, but they may
~S() have seen injustice triumph in defiance of the
United Nations. These two events reveal both Ithe po
tentialities and the ,limitations of the means now at the
disposal of the Organization. Thus they cooslt.iitute a
dotible challenge toall Membe1'ls to workpatiennly to
develop and ~mpr()vethesemeans, a challenge to whioh
I· hope we all will respond with vigour and
determination.
98. Mr. NASZKOW,SKI (Poland) (translated from
French): The PoLiJsh delegatioo came. to tms ISeJssion
with raJther mixed feelings. We remembered the initial
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disarmament discussions have been locked for years,
although in this field, too, some signs of progress have
recently become apparent. We have seen the great
Powers' points of view gradually drawing closer to·
gether, and we have even seen them borrowing certain
ideas from each other,
.lID. We think that the new proposals presented by
the Soviet Union constitute a further ·step along this
road, and that they deserve detailed 'study on 'the pat'lt
of this Assembly. A noteworthy new factor tin tW,s
rapprochement of views is ,the Soviet proposal that
the aerial inspection plan proposed by President Eisen
hewer 'Should be put ~nto the effect in a particulat
region. It is necessary, however, that those who, de
spite so many failures, would still like to shape inter
national relations by the use of force or ·by the threat
of force, renounce that policy.

111. In our view, 'steps ,should be taken at the same
time towards a gradual building up of. the collective
security system, for this is one of the fundamental
ideas under,lying the United Nations, Step by step, but
$ystema:ticaJlly, we can and must reunite our dan
gerously divided wor.!d.

112. Let us start with regional agreements. My Gov..
ernment lis of the opinion that in Europe an impor
tant step in this direction would be ,an agreement con
cerning a zone of limited armaments, Such an agree
moot could Iead to Jthe gradual mthdmwal of foreign
troops from German ,~ritory, the. 'Present ·frontiers of
tlhe Stares neighbouring Germany and, until the unifica
tion of that country, the frontier between the German
Federal Republic and the German DemocmtJic Repub
lic being guaranteed by mutual agreement,
113. This should ,subsequently make it possible to
liquidate foreign m~litary bases and to withdraw for",
eign troops from the lterriitories of the other Stares,
which would undoubtedly do much to Iessen interna·
tional tension. At thesame time, the creation inE~
of zones of limited armaments M>U1d have a benefioiaJ
effect upon dIe £uture peacefuluniticamion of Ger
many, which should be the outcome of an agreemenr
between Ithe two German States. The graduall bringing
into being of the collective security system is the best
guarantee of peace in Europe.

114. In the meantime, Europe is unfortunately divided.
We cannot look with indifference on the oontinuing
:remd.1itaJrization of Western Germany or on the activities
of revi'Sionilst forces in ;that country, wdth the support
of certain imperialist circles in the West. We look
with anxiety upon the growing stocks of atomic weap
ons on the other 'side of the Elbe. As ,long as these
iforees are active and Europe lacks even a partial
system of collective security, our frontiers on the
Oder and the Neisse, as also our 'territorial integrity,
can be safeguarded only by means of special agree
ments between socialist States wbich face similar
dangers,
115. A'S long as the North Aitlantic T,reaty exists, the
Warsaw Treaty must continue to exist. The geographi·
IOaI position of Poland and ·the ~eSS011 of otm:'traglic
experience in the past explain why we are so vitally
interested in it and in its proper fUnJctioning. The signa..
tories of the Warrsaw Tr'eaity 'have, in particular, agreed
to defend and assist each other in the event of aggres
,&ion, while respecting each other's independence and
~vereignty. The 'f.reaty itself stipulates that it ril
ffapse aJS lSOO11 as a European ISystetn of collective security
i,s established.
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resenting a ;Ia'!"ge part of. ithe Asian COI1Jtinent, is not
sitting amongst us. It i,s 'mgh 'time to put an end to
an absurd and pernicious fiction. The Chmese people's
right to speak in this hall must be recognized. The
sooner this happens, .the better it will he for our Or
ganization and for the entire W01'11d. 'Dhat ~'S why the
Polish delegation deplores the General Assembly's
decision in this matter [A/RES/406],rtmtmng counter
as it does to the interests of international co-operation
and of the United .Nations itself.
105. We aTe Livling in an age of major political and
economic changes, changes of 'historic importance, We
are witnessing great popular struggles for naJtiona:l
liberation from imperialism and colonialism in .A!sia,
Africa and Latin America. The United Nations caanot
hinder, nor can it ignore, this historical process, If it
continues to do ISO, it wiU be ~e£t in the wake of events,
It is the duty of the United Nations to s1.1pJ,>C)rt, to
hasten and to facilitate the national lil>emJtion move
ments of the colonial and semi-colonial peoples who
desire independence. The United. Nations shotrld make
a bold and effective contribution :toeliminating the zem
nants of colonialism, wherever they still exist or wher
ever attempts are sti11 being made to revive ~hem.

106. This problem is closely connected with the eco..
nomic situation of the under-developed cooomes. It is
a well-known fact that in these OO1.1Jt1Jtries the economic
level, and especially the standard of living of the broad
masses of the population, has not improved to any ap
preciable extent. On the contrary, the gap between the
economic level and the standm-d of 1tVting of these
countries, on the one hand, and those of the metro
politan and, generally speaking, the industrial countries
on the other is widening continuously. This shows 1lfulJt
the'means which the United Nations and the specialized
agencies 'have used 'so fur in order to aJsSlitst: the under
developed countries have proved highly inadequate.

107. Mv Government has long shown mtetesl: in these
problems. This is borne out by the proposals which we
have submitted at previous sessioris and by our ex
panding economic relations with the countries of Asia
and Africa, on the basis of equality and murual 00.
vantages, Nevertheless, we see the need for more effee
tive measures to increase and eo-ordinate past efforts.
It must: be home in mind that the unsolved problems of
the under-developed countries bear in themselves the
seeds of dangerous conflicts and unrest. It tS our con
sidered view' that economic questions co11lSti1:Ute an
essendal factor in ,solving the basic problem of peace
and security.
108. Tbe main factor in ensuring world peace and
security is the problem of disarmament and the Iiquida
ti~ of military blocs. VaJSt armaments and the existence
ofclosed m!iHtary alliances 'help to maintain international
tension and create an atmosphere of fear and 'SUlSpiclon.
We tlMnk that the events in the Middle East should be
a lesson to all of us, .and that we should at long ~ast
undertake really effective efforts to briing about dis
~a'1l1le1lt and the prohibition of weapo11IS of m.aJSS
destrttction.
109. The proposal for prohibiting ex:perimet1lt1s with
these dreadful weapons, a.s the first lStep towards their
complete elimiootioo., ~s gaining ever-lincreasing sup
port tin world public opi,nion. Its ,ittJ.plementation will be
,the 10gical ,sequence of :the ,reoont deeisions on the
peaceful use of atomic energy, which represent a certain
SUccess on th~ part of the United Nations. In this way
we could emerge from the tragic impasse in which the
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116. The present international situation, and espe
cially the lack of any agreed solutions which would
provide sufficiellt safeguards agaddl!".~ the 'revdv3JI of
German mtilitarism, is .the reason why we think it is
IStill advisable thalt a fixed number of Soviet forces
should be temporarily 'Sitlaitioned in Poland, under an
agreement between our two countries, This ils ,lmked
wd'th fue stationing of Soviet troops in the territory of
fue German Democratic Republic, whose security and
peaceful development is a matter of S1pecial interest
to UiS.·

117. In speaking about the problems of EUIriOIpe, it ls
~111ipOiSIsible for me not to refer to the tragic events in
Hungary.
118. The Polish delegation has already made known
its attitude on this problem on two occasions here, both
nn its staeements and in its votes on various resolutions.
My Government has also made known its views on the
Hungarian problem in official declarations and, IfOOOOtly',
tin the joim Polish-Soviet declaJrtlJtion signed in Mos
cow on 18 November 1956.
119. In those statements, we emphasized our convic
tion that the workers of Hungary 'and the whole Hun
garian nation would find sufficient strength in them
selves to safeguard the achievements of fue polpUlar
democratic system, to implement the programme of so
cialist democratization and to settle Poland's interna
tional relations on the basis of sovereignty, It is our
view that we should not render this task of the Hun
garian people more difficult. In our opinion, too, it is
imperative that Hungary should he given assistance to
heal its wounds and to bring the life of the country back
to normal.
120. I should like to point out that the. Polish people
were among the first to go to the Hungarian people's
assistance. We have been helping them from the V'eIt.Y
beginning, and we are ,still doing ISO, by send~ng medical
supplies, clothing and other necessary articles, My
Government will 'SUpport every initiative along these
jli.1es. It is upon. this problem that the efforts of the
U nited Nmons should now be concentrated.

>If

121. Poland is deeply attached to the principle of
peaceful international co-operation and to the five prlin.
ciples of peaceful coexistence, which in our opinion
should be binding in relations among 3111 States. Our
heartfelt desire for Peace and iI1Jtem3ltiomL1. understand
~ng results not only from the bitter leSS011Js of our his
tbry, but also from the fact that we' want to be able
1:0 devote all our efforts to the task of linternaJ1 trans
formation and 00 the 'improvement of living conditions.
122. It must be said, and we say it with pride, that
our country is now going through a period of far
reaching and irrevocable changes. It is an drnpetuous
and at the same time a creative process, in which the
whole 'SI1Jrength of the Polish people is ha-messed for the
fPUi1'lpOse of ensuring the further development of Po
Iand as a democratic, socialist and sovereign State.
Our aim is to achieve this by the best methods and
by means that are in conformity with the needs and
traditions of the Polish people.

123. We are sparmg' no 'effort to do away with or
change everything that previously hampered the free
development of OU1' country. We wish to avail ourselves
of all existing opportunities in order to improve the
oonditions in wmoh our people live. Our main concern
is to give 'the ·ex,i,stmg demoorratic institutions their full
value and Ito find ways of ensuring ,that the working

masses pl'ay as large and effective a part as possible
in the management of the Stare and of its economy,
,124. We are convinced. that thi1s glrmt process: of
democratization is a turning poinrt in the development of
our country, and thalt it will bring the PoiLifsh nation
enormous advantages and at the same time help to
develop and broaden our relations with other counItries.
125. W'e can already count to our credit the wide
'spread resumption of international contacts, Warsaw,,
the capital of Poland, has been visited in recent montha
by many disdngaislred representatives of the political,
scientific and oultural life of various countries. Our
links with the socialist Sm1:es, with which we are
bound by ,the common aim of building a new order
and defending peace, are particu,lal'l1y close and 'strong.
126. This community of aims, 'so far from· excluding,
obviously implies equality of ,rights, mutual respect
fc} ,sovereignty and non-~nterferenoe tin each other's
Jit1Jternal affairs. These principles have been fuliy re
flected. in the PoUSlh-Soviet: declaration signed in Mos
CO\V on 18 November. To this declaration we attach
great importance. It will help 'strengthen the unshaka
blealiiance and brotherly friendship between the Polish
people and the peoples of the Soviet Union, a friend
ship of vital importance to both our countries, In our
opinion, an alliance based upon these principles rep
resents also a vital contribution to the strengthening
of European security.
127. In intenmtional relations we have always re-
spected, and we continue to respect, the principles of
~e Umted Nations 'Charter. We desire a rapproche
ment with all other nations. We want to compare our
achievements with those of other .countries, irrespec·
tive of itheir political system, We want to enable other
countries to become acquainted with our achievements
so 'that they can .they profit from them as they see fit.
We want to benefit from the development of human
thought throughout the world and in turn to enrich it
ourselVIeS.

128. W -:. have repeatedly expressed. our desire to pro
mote economic co-operation with all countries, ir
respective of their economic or pdlicica:l system, While
maintaining close economic ties with the socialist
countries, we recognize thaJI: our economic relations
with tlhe countries of Western Europe and other con
tinents are undoubtedly Insufficient, and we are ready
to expand /them00 the basis of the principles of equality
and mutual advantage and, of course, without any
pcmtical conditions whaeever, How ,ridiculOUlS lit is to
seek to interpret one 0Ir other of our delegation's V<:llOOS

as an attempt to obtain economic aid from certain coun
tries I Our economic relations with all countries are
based on the princip~es of absolUJte equality and non
interference in internal affairs, and will continue to
be ISO.

129. In our efforts to defend and strengthen peace,
we feel close to all men of good will, and pa11ticularly
:00 those miUions Off simple, honest human beings whose
aim, like 001'18, is a peaceful life, free from fear andwant,
We want to join this great multitude, ~cll noblyseek
ing to outdo the other in the struggle for a better
morrow for mankind. The United Narions must re
main true !to these 10fty endeavours, at thesame time
combining and supplementing our efforts to achieve
peace and universal prosperity.

130. Mr. ARIS:MENDI (Venezuela) (translafed
from Spanish): In taking parlt in thi,s getltera:l debate,
I am happy to pay my respects to Prince Wan Wait-
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hayakon, a renowned figure in the United Nations by
reason of his experience and eminent qualities and the
mWI11JgWlshed representative of a oountry whim has
3l1ways expended its best efforts in the cause of peace.
In expressing its lsatisfaction at his election. the Vene
zuelan delegation is certain that under his skillful
lleJaJdership the eleventh session of the General Assembly
wHI1 find a sucoessful solution for the i111pontant and
complex problems before ,it.
131. The admission of new States to the United Na
mons lis of special significance. My delegation is very
pleased to note that thiJs Assembly has been joined 'by the
representatives of those States, some of which are
linked to us by ancient and cordial ties of friendship.
We are confident that we can expect a useful coneribu
non from these new Members,
132. We are beginning oui labours in the midst of
great concern aoout the events which the world has
witnessed during the last few weeks. We can state that

. in the eleven years of tits existence the United Nations
has never passed through such a severe trial as during
the last few days, when there has been imminent dan
ger ofa complete break-down of tinternationa1 peace and
security. But I firmly believe that the prompt action
taken by the Organizatioo has succeeded. in establish
ing .00 international police force which will stop any
conflict Iin. rthe MdddleEast, ,the scene of so muoh unrest
in recent times.
133. World public 'Opinion has watched our proceed
ings closely and has seen in the United Nations the
proper means for 'securing .the peace for which it long.s.
It has been' thought, perhaps rightly, thalt the imple
memation of !fJhe measures taken by this Assembly will
depend on the strength of the nations which s11iJ.Jl1)01t
them. We IshoUlld not let this discourage us; on the
contrary, if the countries of 'limited military power,
which represent ithe majority, act together within this
Organization, they will always constitute a moral force
in dnternational policy which the Govemments of the
other countries cannot disregard.
134. The United Nations is day by day assuming
greater responsibilities, since it is a gathering point
for world problems, many of which are difficult 10 solve
because they conceal Interests which are guarded by
the might of great States. At other times, legitimate
national aspirations clash with legitimate international
obligaeions, Owingto the inherent defects of the Organ
ization itse'iJf and lthe constitutional errors by which a
few of its Members have been allowed privileges, to
the detriment of the Jpdnciple of the legal equality of
States, the United Nations has been obliged Ito post
pone substantive decisions in questions which are of
fundamental importance for the attaJinment of the ob
jectives proposed at San Francisco,
135. Despire those errors, these problems could be
solved if there were, as there shou:1d be, mutual oonfi
dence among all the Member States. Such confidence,
a result of the mutual respect which we owe each other,
would make iJ1: much easier to take positive and he'~fu1

decisions for our peoples. We represent seventy-nine
Governments, which are the political. expression oi
seventy-nine States. If we unite our efforts, we 'shaLl
attain the goal at which we 'aim.
136. It is true that the United Naeions does not pos
sess all the means for maintaining international peace
and security which are provided in the Charter, 'but
when necessary its decisions 'hav:e received ~cient
ISUpport to stop oo'ercive action itaken outside tire Or-

ganization, Consequently 1110 other methods shOUlld be
resorted to for the settlement of international disputes.
There exists a complete system of peaceful means of
'settlement which are recognized by international Jaw
andconfirmed by the Charter. If there were confidence
in ;these peaceful mea11JS, and if the' Members of the
United Nations were prepared to take disinterested,
coLlective aotion~ there would be no difficulty in 'settling
disputes between States.

137. For this reason, the American nations have acted
in 'complete accord in the twocases upon which :the
attention of the world has been concentrated in the
last few days. Thanks to long experience, our continent
today possesses a regional juridical 'system of rules
and principles which is so objective thaJt it has even
served as a model for3,nternational law as a whole.
From the time of Bollear, the Liberator, to l11he present
day, illustrious sons of our countries have worked to
perfect the incer-American system. Barely fifty years
ago, when excessive financial indeIrmities were forcibly
demanded of myoountry, the American oontinenJt re
belled against 'that imposition and echoed the calm and
resolute words of Luis Maria Drago, author 'Of one
of ,the noblest doctrines ever to enrich the ocmpus of
American international Iaw, For us iJ1: is a fundamental
principle that no nation, whatever its geographic situa
tion or political creed, may arrogate to iibseLf the right
to judge other peoples in their domestic. affairs.

138. These are sufficient reasons to make my delega
tion act objectively in these cases. Venezuela, ~n the
person of JirtsLiberator; coneribueed to the independence
of other countries, so jhat by history and tradition it is
opposed to any form of dntervention, from whatever
source, and to any act against the political independence
and territorial integrity of a State.

139. The Government and people 'Of Venezuela, were
deeply shocked by the action of the Soviet forces against
Hungary, concerning which my delegation gave its
views in the meetings of th'eGeneral Assembly at
which the tragic fate that has overtaken the brave Hun
garian people was discussed. The unjustifiable inter
vention to which that country, witlh its noble cu1JWral1
traditions, has been subjeoted has shaken the civilized
world, which in one way or anodrer has 'Shown its
sympathy for Hungary's aspirations towards independ
ence. Moreover, side by side with the efforts made to
win for this people the right of self-determination, many
States, moved by humanitarian impulses,have taken
steps Ito relieve the need and suffering which preva4JI
in Hung-cry today.

140. In connexion with these plans for relief,. I
'Should like to inform the Assembly once again that the
Goverrment of Venezuela, as an expression of it's

,sympathy and solidarity with the Hungarian people,
has decided to help towards the allevation of their sui
ferings by admitting a total of 1,500 refugees-to Vene
zuela and by granting the equivalent of $50,000 to be
fSlpent in a manner already announced officiaMy to the
Secretary-General [A/3405].
141. It is essential that the United Nation'S should
undertake a searching analysis of the conditions which
resuk in such disturbances as those I have described.
The economic and social development of nadoes should
be a fundamental concern of the i11Jl:ernational com
munity. After restoring peace in :the Middle EaISt, it
woUl1d be well ·for us to try and solve the political
problems of thaJt impol"ltant area by making a thorough
study of ,the causes of the disturbances there.
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147. One of the questions to which the Government
of Venezuela has paid most attention has been that of
the peacefUll uses of ~tomic energy. Today, when the
~~p~soo~rnoo~lli~~er~~e
a realrty, when nuclear energy placed at the service of
men may free men from the fear in which they have
been Jiving, when the transformadon of thi1s terri1lle
power of destruction into a constructive force can bring
untold benefits to humanity, we should an work to-
gether to achieve those objectives. .'

148. The Venezuelan delegation expressed itself in
those terms at ,the recent Conference on the Smtultes of
the International Atomic Energy Agency in this very,
hall, and I am p!eaJsed to confirm its views before the
General Assembly today. All the delegations represented
at that eonfrence were able to appreciate the objective
of inoomwonal co-operation .that inspires the Govem
ment of my country. My Government is taking 'special
interest in the research work now being done in the
national institutes which were set up for rthat purpose,
with the object 110t only of improving the health and
meeting the needs of the Venezuelan people, but also of
meeting the requests of other countries which may ask:
for sciendfic and technical co-operation.
149. Venezuela is taking part in this eleventh session
of the General Assembly with the sincere purpose of
co-operating in all fields in which efforts are being
made to enable mankind to enjoy a lasting atmosphere
of peace.
150. Mr. TSIANG (China): First of all, I wish to
congratulate Prince Wan Waithayakon upon being
elected unanimously to the presidency of the Assembly.
We of the delegation of China are particularly happy at
this event, because China and Thailand are truly
brotherly nations.
151. The eleventh session of the General Assembly
meets under the shadow of two great crises, one in
Europe and the other in the Middle East. Since my
delegation has had occasion to state its views both in
the first and in the second emergency special sessions,
I will not go into details in my present statement. How
ever, I wish to make some general observations.
152. In regard to the crisis in the Middle East, the
first emergency special session has achieved a cease
fire and firm commitments of withdrawal of their
troops on the part of France, the United Kingdom and
Israel. In addition, we have established the United
Nations Emergency Force, which in my mind is the
product of creative statesmanship. Although important
steps remain to be taken, my delegation believes that
the United Nations has reason to be gratified at the
modest measure of success that it has had. There is no
doubt that the prestige of the United Nations has been
enhanced by the prompt and effective action taken.

153. My delegation fervently hopes that the process
of the restoration of peace in the Middle East will be
completed in good time. The threat of the so-called
volunteers from the Soviet Union and the Communist
regime on the 'mainland of China must be met and
removed. Vve cannot allow peace in the Middle East
to be torpedoed by Communist intrigue at this hour.
154. The success of the United Nations in meeting
the crisis in the Middle East has an important lesson
for us all. It is my conviction that we owe our success
largely to the fortunate fact that the peoples of France,
the United Kingdom and Israel have freedom of infor
mation, and that their Governments are responsive to
world public opinion. Factually, what the first emer-
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142. In 'View of th~ various conflicting !i11lte~sts, the
work of the Umt\.~N3I1lions would be~ limited if
it were !to do no more i1Jhan deal wiith· the more obvious
maniIfestatioI1lS of Internetional rconfllcts. Even as far
back as the San Francisco Conference it W3JS thought
tlDt, besides ,taking corrective action in critiad sima
ltJions, the United Nations should engage in more far
reaching' action to resolve difficulties in the very sphere
where they arise. To achieve tm.g end, over and above
the 'security funotions rwith whioh :the United Nations
was endowed for tilhe maintenance and, H neeesary, the
restoration of peace, principles of lasting wlidity were
established for the well-being and stability of the
world. Tbi's aotion was described, in the words of the
Charter itself, 3IS "necessary" for peaceful and mendly
relations among nations. The promotion of well-being,
in its various fonns"appeared .to the founders of the
Unked Nations to be tthe most effective way of dealing
with international disturbances. This is the most prom
ising and dynamic function which the United Nations
can perform.
143. That is how the Government which I have Ithe
honour to represent understands the matter. Jibs efforts
to promote human welfare, in both ,the domestic and
the international sphere, are well known. At the na
tional Ievel, desirous of promoting the well-being of the
population Mr. :Marcos. Perez Jimenez, the President
of Venezuela, .}13IS takenresohste steps to bring about,
within a 'Mont time, a fundamental transformaroioo in
the economic, social and cultural IHe of Venezuela.

144. In the internationa:1 field, the Government of
Venezuelavis convinced that the achievement of human
welfare in iJts various forme will conitribute effectively
to creating a spirit of solidarity and peaceful relations
among peoples; that it why it has co-operated in
defiatigab1yin all plans for the attainment of those
objectives. iQt.Wre reeendy, during the meeting in
Panama of Jthe 'HeOOs of State of the American repub
lics, the President of Veneeuela proposed the creation
of an inter-American economic fund to be devoted en
tirely to the most urgent needs connected with rthe wel
fare of ,the Inhabitants of OUT continent. In 'so doing, the
Government of Venezuela was inspired not only by the
lofty principles of co-operation wlUch characrerize the
inter-American 'System, but also by those upon which
the United Nations is based.
145. My delegation is of the opinion that the United
Nations has not exploited all the possibilities of eo
opera.mon.in the economic and 'social ~lelds. The fad:
of interdependence is certainly well understood by now,
but lit 'has not yet become a living, active force. Va:st
regions with undoubted IJ?Ossibitwes for developm~i
are st:iJl:I awaiting the Hfe-giving 'spark of techndca1
knowledge and the necessary mpital Investment, In
other regions there is some uncertainty about trade.
AY would benefit by collective action aimed at the C'01tl
plete development of .their existing resources.
146. The total wealth of mankind in the economic, so
cial and oulturaJI fields would. reach unsuspected heights
if dense populations of the under-developed regions
c0U/1d be finally incorporated into the rhythm of con
temporary oiv(illimtion and Iits 'standards of living.
The very .£Me of mankind is at stake here, and al
though it is true that this work of Incorporation cal1ls
for action and good will at the national level, it is also
true .1ihat ,this action and good w~ll wiH faiJ. if tthey are
not backed up by the sincere encouragement and the
effective and' united support of the intemational
community.
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sive, In that propaganda campaign, the idea of peaceful
coexistence has played a large part. Hungary asks only
for independence and neutrality. The Soviet Union
cannot tolerate an independent and neutral Hungary.
We now know the real meaning of the Soviet idea of
coexistence. Deeds speak louder and more truly than
words.
160. My delegation has supported every resolution in
connexion with the Hungarian crisis. Unfortunately
our resolutions on the situation in Hungary have been
ignored by the Soviet Union. The difficulty is that the
people in the Soviet Union have no freedom of infor
mation. They do not know what their Government has
been doing in Hungary, or what the outside world
thinks of these atrocities of their Government. On the
surface, it looks as if the United Nations has been
totally ineffective in regard to the situation in Hun
gary. It looks as if we have done nothing but make
speeches and pass resolutions. In the meantime, the
people of Hungary are killed and enslaved and de
ported to. Siberia as if we had not made speeches and
passed resolutions.
161. I do not believe that that is quite the total or
real picture. I think sooner or later the Soviet Union
must yield to public opinion. For this reason, lam not
ready to quit. I believe we chould press forward.
162. After these massacres in Hungary, and after
these rebuffs which the United Nations has received,
I believe we should make it clear, unmistakably clear
once and for all, to the whole world that we representa
tives in this Assembly, representing peoples andcoun
tries from all parts of the world, condemn the Soviet
Union for its violation of the Charter and of human
rights in Hungary. We should make a solemn declara
tion that the Soviet Union is for this reason unfit for
membership in the United Nations. Since for tech
nical reasons it is difficult to expel the Soviet Union,
we should and we can decide on moral ostracism. We
should further recommend to all Member States to
break off diplomatic and economic relations with the
Soviet Union.
163. I .now wish to turn the Assembly's attention to
Asia. Three neighbours of China-namely, Japan, the
Republic ofKorea and the Republic of Viet-Nam-s-are
not yet Members of the United Nations. They are
entitled to membership. They are qualified for mem
bership. My delegation presses for their admission.
164. Representatives at successive sessions of the
Assembly must have noticed that the question of colo
nialism has played a very important part in the delib
erations in the United Nations since its very foun
dation. Delegations from Asia and Africa have been
particularly energetic in trying to remove the remains
of colonialism from their respective regions. I wish to
make a few observations on this anti-colonial move
ment.
165. My Government and my delegation have in the
last ten years taken a consistent stand on this question.
We have been consistently anti-colonial. So far as this
is concerned, my delegation is united with the dele
gations of other countries of Asia and Africa. I do not
wish to leave any possibility of doubt in the mind of
anybody in regard to this matter. China, Nationalist
China, is anti-colonial.
166. When I assumed my duties as the representative
of my country in the Security Council in the autumn
of 1947, the first dispute that I had to consider was
a complaint by Egypt against the continued presence

gency special session did was to mobilize world public
opinion. If the peoples in those three countries had not
had full information in regard to the events in the Mid
dle East, OT if the Governments of France, the United
Kingdom and Israel had been insensitive to world public
opinion, we would have been lost. This crisis In the
Middle East demonstrates conclusively' the intimate
connexion between peace and freedom. Freedom is the
medium in which the United Nations can function suc
cessfully. Without freedom the United Nations would
be a voice crying in the wilderness. This is my first
general observation in regard to the Middle East.
155. I wish to make a second observation. It is the
conviction of my delegation that we should capitalize
on the mobilized public opinion of the world to remove
the causes of war in the Middle East. This world
Organization of ours is human, all too human. When
we face political disputes or see injustices committed
by one country against another, we do not regard such
events as emergencies, We go about our work in a
leisurely fashion. vVe resort to compromises and
delays. If our resolutions should be unheeded, we let
the matter drag. I1~ the long run, the United Nations
cannot keep the peace of the world without redressing
the wrongs done as they are being -done. Any further
shirking of our responsibilities in theM .ddle East might
jeopardize the very existence of 0 ~r Organization.
Since at this moment world public opinion is mobilized,
let us take advantage of our moral resources and make
a supreme effort to settle the Palestine question and
the Suez Canal question. I am glad to observe that the
very first speech in this general debate, delivered by
the representative of Brazil [581st meeting], made the
same plea to the Assembly.
156. Let me now pass to the tragic events in Hun
gary. I wish, above all, to pay homage to the heroic
people of that country. Their struggle should teach
the world several lessons. In the first place, it teaches
that Marxism and Leninism, plus or minus Stalinism,
are not a substitute for bread and butter or individual
freedom or national independence. Secondly, the events
in Hungary show that the innate human love for a
better life, for freedom and for country cannot be
suppressed even through ten years of brainwashing and
indoctrination. .
157. The events in Hungary should teach all lovers
of freedom not to be defeatists. The cause is not lost.
The people in Hungary and the peoples of all other
Communist lands. though oppressed, have not become
non-human. They have not forgotten and will not forget
these deep human yearnings. They are on our side,
the side of freedom. We need not despair, no matter
how dark the present prospect in Hungary is.
158. The tragedy of Hungary has taken off the mask
from international communism. The armed interven
tion of the Soviet Union in Hungary and the brutal
manner in which the 'armed forces of the Soviet Union
have acted reveal to the whole world the real nature
.of contemporary Soviet imperialism. To hide Soviet
imperialism and colonialism under the mask of social
ism or.communism is no longer possible. The expan
sion of the Soviet empire means the extension of
communism; the extension of communism in· turn
means the 'expansion of the Soviet empire. With the
Soviet Union, communism and imperialism are but two
sides of the same coin, and both sides dependultimately
on brute force.
159. In recent years international communism has
conducted what has usually been called a peace offen-
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and Korea. The First. ~Norld War put a temporary
stop to that world-wide rivalry. Since the Second
World War, the two colonial movements have taken
directly opposite directions-that of Viestern Europe
in rapid retreat, and that of the Soviet Union in ag
gressive advance. This is the most important single
fact facing the world today, a fact which some of the
Asian and African delegations have for some strange
reason chosen to ignore. .
175. Since the Second World War, out of the colonial
domain of the Western Powers a large number of
independent nations have risen. Right in this Assembly
hall there are eighteen delegations representing coun
tries which were before the war colonies of the Western
Powers. On the other hand, the Soviet empire is today
infinitely larger than it ever was under the Czars, At
this very moment, this Soviet empire is using brutal
force to' put down Hungary's independence and is
feverishly trying to extend its tentacles into the Middle
East. Indeed, in the world today, there is only one
colonialist and imperialist movement: that of the Soviet
Union. The colonialism of Western Europe is dead
although, unfortunately, it has not yet been buried.
176. During the post-war period, while China has
shown sympathy to countries of Asia and Africa that
suffered from maritime colonialism, many of the coun
tries of Asia and Africa have not appreciated the evils
of Soviet imperialism, which continues czarist overland
expansion, and therefore have failed to give my country
that sympathy and support which we have readily
given to them. I understand the situation. I appreciate
the psychology of the peoples who have suffered from
the colonialism of Western Europe alone. It is time
that these sister-countries of China should understand
and appreciate the dangers and the difficulties of my
country facing Soviet colonialism and imperialism.
177. Since the countries of southern Asia had failed
to stop the expansion of Western Europe on their
shores in former countries, we in China had eventually
to meet the same threat in the nineteenth century. In
time, if China should fail to regain its entire freedom
and to rid the mainland of Soviet imperialism, those
countries of Asia and Africa which are geographically
more distant from the Soviet Union will yet suffer. Our
struggle is immediately for Chinese freedom. In the
long run, our struggle is also for Asian and African
freedom.
178. I wish success to all anti-colonial movements
and hope that the day is not far off when the whole
world will be rid of this evil. However, at this point
I must issue a warning. We in Asia and Africa who
have recently overcome colonialism or are about to
remove the last traces of colonialism must ourselves
be on our guard and not practise colonialism on our
own part. The freedom which we claim from European
nations, East and West, that same freedom we should
grant and guarantee to our own Asian and African
neighbours. Whenever we have territorial disputes
among ourselves, let us come to the United Nations.
Let us settle such disputes peacefully. Let us allow
the people in the disputed areas the freedom of choice.
I refer particularly to the Kashmi~ dispute.
179.. There is another difference between Chinese
anti-colonialism and the anti-colonialism of some of the
other Asian and African countries. In China, Sun Vat
Sen, father of the Republic of China and the creator
of modern Chinese nationalism, hada constructive pro
gramme to take the place of the colonial and imperial
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of British garrison troops in the Suez Canal. zone.
That was pine years ago. On that. occasion, my dele
gation ana' the delegation of Colombia urged early
negotiations between Egypt and the United Kingdom
for the removal of British troops from the Canal zone
[S1547 and SI530].
167. In 1948, the Security Council met many times
to consider the Indonesian. struggle fOt' independence.
In relation to that question, my delegation was second
to none in its support of the cause of Indonesian
freedom. .
168. Before the Second World War, we began to
sympathize with the Korean people in their struggle
for independence. Since the war, we have given Korea
all the support within our means. We should like to
see the United Nations complete its sacred mission of
the unification of Korea. We must not forget that
today, three years after the cease-fire in Korea, half a
million men of the forces of aggression-the so-called
volunteers-remain in North Korea.
169. Outside the United Nations, and even before the
establishment of the United Nations, my Government
showed the fullest sympathy for the people of India in
their struggle for freedom. I know and acknowledge
that the people of India won their freedom mainly and
largely through their own efforts. For their part, the
Indian people must acknowledge that Chinese sympathy
with and support of their cause was genuine and
sincere, and given at considerable sacrifice.
170. I state these facts for one purpose alone: to show
that my Government has been consistently anti-colonial.
Sun Yat Sen, the great leader of modern China, taught
us to give help to all oppressed peoples. We ourselves,
having suffered from colonialism, naturally sympathize
with and support movements for national independence.
171. In regard to colonialism, however, China differs
from some of the other Asian countries in several
respects. The differences are as important as the
similarities.
172. European colonialism in the last four centuries
was divided into two movements. One tpovement of
colonial expansion was initiated and promoted by the
countries of Western Europe. Those countries crossed
vast expanses of sea and ocean to dominate and control
countries in Asia and Africa. In meeting this move
ment, the countries in the south of Asia stood in the
forefront. They were the first victims. Indeed, many
of the countries of southern Asia have known no other
type of colonialism, and therefore their animosities are
almost exclusively directed to countries of Western
Europe. .. .
173. As a matter of fact, however, parallel with the
maritime expansion of Western Europe to southern
Asia, there was the overland expansion of Russia to
Asia, from the Ural mountains to the Pacific Ocean
and from the Arctic to what is today Northern Viet
Nam. There has been no break in policy between the
autocratic czarist Russia and the totalitarian Soviet
Union.· China, by its very geographical situation, has
been the victim of both colonial movements-e-that from
Western Europe and that from Russia-and is there
fore in a better position to judge than many other
countries of Asia and Africa.
174. Empire-building is highly competitive. The over
seas expansion of Western Europe and the overland
expansion of Russia in past centuries have reacted one
on the other. In the second half of the nineteenth
century, the two movements met in Central Asia, China
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186. 'For eleven years, since the establishment of the
United Nations, the-eyes of the peoples of the world,
especially the weak and the subjugated peoples have
been focused on this Organization . with great 'hopes
and high expectations for a better life, where every
nation could live in peace and enjoy the benefits of
freedom and independence and respect for its inalienable
human rights. Unfortunately, these hopes have been
shattered lately by numerous grave and dangerous
events, especially those . which have occurred during
the past few weeks.
187. The delegation of Yemen approaches the, open
ing of .the elev~nth session of the General Assembly
WIth mixed feelings of hope and concern. For we now
convene under the spectre of those grave events which,
as far as the international situation is concerned, affect
very deeply the small nations as much as the big
nations. We are hopefully optimistic about the wise
steps a?d prompt action which- have be<;n taken by the
Ge~eral Assembly to stop the aggression perpetrated
~amst.Egypt. These steps enhance our trust and belief
I~ the influence of the Organization and its determina
tion to stand by and implement the resolutions which
:have been and will be adopted to serve the ends of
justice and maintain the peace.
188. On the other hand, the very fact of aggression
perpetrated by permanent members of the Security
~o}-m~I1 and by a State created by the United Nations
Is.:m l~self a source of grave concern. But our hope is
still high that the aggressors will not be able to pro
crastinate in complying with the orders of the General
Assembly. to withdraw from the invaded territory of
Egypt and from the other territories of Palestine which
have also been subject to invasion. If they do not they
must bear the responsibility of the fatal consequen~es of
their aggressive policies, which will surely endanger the
peace ot the world.
189. ,In t~e opinion of my delegation, the liquidation
of t~lS unJ.us!died and unprovoked aggression must
be grven priority on the agenda of the eleventh session
especially since complete compliance with the resolu~
tions of the General Assembly has not been effected
Potential. and future aggressors should be made t~
understand that the decisions of this Organization must
be respected, and that this institution of mankind will
never t?le!ate ot" .acquiesce in ~ggression by whom
soever It IS committed, The Umted Nations will not
hesitate to take appropriate measures so that its orders
for the prompt and unconditional withdrawal of in
vading forces are obeyed. For what is the use of delib
erations and resolutions of this Organization if they
are ignored by Members that were endowed at San
Francis~~ ~ith special,Privileges, and therefore sPecial
responsibilities? What IS the value of all our talks here
~f some Member nations take the liberty of behaving
m a manner contrary to the decisions of the United
Nations? .
190. I shall explain in brief the position of the Gov
ernment of Yemen in regard to some of the items on
!he agenda of the eleventh session which are of special
Interest and concern to us.
191. First permit me to state that the stand of my
9ov:ernment in regard to colonialism is inflexible. The
infringement of our sovereignty by the United King
dom in the British-occupied territories of Yemen, and
t~e co~sta~t frictions to.which this infringement. has
given rise, IS a matter which cannot remain unresolved
without grave consequences. The Government of Yemen
hopes that the British Government will give serious
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relations which had prevailed between China and the
West. He was as fervent in fighting against imperial
ism as he was in advocating a constructive approach
to the economic relations of the present day.
180. Sun Yat Sen advocated the international devel
opment of China. On the surface, it might seem a
paradox that this supreme nationalist and socialist
leader of China should call for the international de
velopment of China's resources. He meant that China
could profit and the whole world could profit by eco
nomic co-operation. Sun Yat Sen was not afraid of
foreign' capital or foreign technicians. He wished the
new China to welcome foreign capital and foreign
technicians.
181. To be sure, China might industrialize itself by
its own efforts. If that should be tried, it would take
more than a century. Sun Yat Sen was in a hurry,
the Chinese people are in a hurry to get industrializa
tion. The natural accumulation of capital in China is
terriby slow. The belts of the Chinese people are as
tight as they could be. It would 'be inhuman for any
government to force the people to tighten their belts
still more so that China might, by a few five-year plans,
catch up with the industrialized nations of the West.
182. The example of industrialization in the Soviet
Union has almost no meaning for most Asian and
African countries, It is frequently forgotten that
Bolshevik Russia got a rich heritage from czarist
Russia in the form of a vast expanse of land and a
good industrial and technological base, a heritage richer
than that which most of the newly independent nations
of Asia and Africa have to start with. The ratio of
population to land is particularly important. That ratio
in the Soviet Union is three to five times more favour
able than in most Asian countries. In the Soviet Union,
it has been physically possible to force the population
to accept bare subsistence as a standard of living. If
Asian countries should. try to follow the Soviet ex
ample, their peoples would. be forced to live below their
presen~ bare .subsistence level. Such a policy is phys
ically impossible as well as morally reprehensible.
183. We must look colonialism straight in the face.'
We must know really what the essence of colonialism
is. On the one hand, we must not underestimate its
evil. 'On the other hand, we must not lump together
~ny k~D:d .of cultural or economic relationships between
industrialized and under-developed countries as colo
~ia1ism. In the long run, the only guarantee of real
independence for the countries in Asia and Africa is
industrialization. Fortunately for us, the capitalists of
the West, including Wall Street, understand and ap
preciate economic interdependence and are ready to
meet us half-way.
184. I t is to the interest of Asian and African coun
tries as it is to the interest of Western countries to
negotiate: and arrange just and fair terms of economic
co-operation. Let us forget the past and work for the
present and the future. Along the path of economic
co-operation between the industrialized and the under
developed countries of the world can be found progress
for Asia and Africa and common prosperity for all.
185. Mr. CHAMANDI (Yemen) : It is a great pleas
ure for the delegation of Yemen to congratulate Prince
Wan Waithayakon on his unanimous election to the
presidency of the eleventh session of the General
Ass~mbly. W,e do not ne~d to enumerate his high quali
ficatIons, which make him more than worthy of this
august position, because they are well known by all.
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withdraw from Egyptian territory in advance of any
solution. Then, all problems should be solved by
peaceful means.
199, We heard the delegation of Israel direct fabri
cated accusations and recriminations at the Arab States,
but we never heard them mention or even give a
thought to the pitiful plight of the one million Arab
refugees who have been driven out of their homes, who
live in the desert, and who are exposed to the elements
and to various diseases. Neither did we hear them
mention the illegal occupation-which was in flagrant
violation of the resolutions of the United Nations-by
their countrymen of the land that belonged by right
to the Arabs.
200. In any event, we did not expect that Israel would
ever comply with those resolutions, but we did expect
that the United Nations would never acquiesce in the
disregard of violations of its resolutions. We are grati
fied that this Organization is taking a keen interest
in helping the Hungarian refugees, but at the same
time we find that the lack of interest in the rights of
the Palestine Arab refugees is a serious matter. The
problem of the Middle East has become a source of
international tension, and it is not possible to find a
solution to this problem unless Israel complies with the
various resolutions adopted by the General Assembly
for this purpose. We wish that those who talk about
peace would act in favour of peace.
201. The PRESIDENT: I call on the representative
of Cuba on a point of order.
202. Mr. NU~EZ PORTUONDO (Cuba) (trans
lated front Spanish) : In view of the''Iate hour I shall
not detain the Assembly for more than two or three
minutes. .
203. Three or four days ago, the General Assembly
approved by a large majority two draft resolutions on
the Hungarian problem, one submitted by Cuba and
the other by Ceylon, India and Indonesia. Those reso
lutions [A/RES/407 and A/RES/408] called for the
immediate withdrawal of Soviet troops from Hun
gary-a request that had been made many times before
by the United Nations-the cessation of deportations,
and permission for United Nations observers to enter
Hungarian territory. Lastly, the Secretary-General was
requested to submit a report.
204. I appeal to the President, on behalf of the dele
gation of Cuba and of the Argentine delegation, which
has associated itself with us on this matter, to ask the
Secretary-General tl}; report to us as soon as possible
on whether or rtG~ he has made any progress in this
matter. If no progress has been made, I think that it
is high time to adopt other resolutions, and that we
should begin by expelling from this Assembly the dele"
gation which claims to represent the Hungarian Gov
ernment, since it is not complying with any of the
Assembly's resolutions. I therefore beg the President
to ask the Secretary-General to submit a report as
soon as possible.

The meeting rose at 6 p.m.
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.consideration to the removal of the causes of tension
in that area, such as the illegal occupation ofYemenite
territory and the frequent perpetration of aggressive
acts by the British authorities in Aden, and to the
establishment of peaceful relations between the two
Governments on the basis of respect for 07:1" rights,
sovereignty and national security.
192. French intransigence in Algeria and the con
tinued disregard by France of the sacred rights of the
Algerian people violates the principles of human rights
and the right of peoples to self-determination, and con
tradicts the principles of justice and law. My delegation
hopes that the General Assembly during this session
will give serious consideration to the solving of this
problem, which no doubt jeopardizes the reputation of
the French Government throughout the world. Efforts
are being made to settle other important problems, but
the importance of those problems must not overshadow
the Algerian problem with its atrocities, bloodshed and
disregard for the rights of a whole nation of several
millions of human beings.
193. My delegation appeals to all Members of the
United Nations to protect the usurped rights of these
millions of Algerians and to listen to their appeals for
justice and peace. The Algerians' demands are not
illegitimate claims which would deprive other Peoples
of their rights, nor do they ask for gain or for special
privileges in the international field. All the Algerian
people want is to live in freedom and in peace and
security in their homes, families and lands.
194. The delegation of Yemen appeals again to the
friends of France to use their good offices with the
Government of France for a just solution of the
Algerian problem and for the release of the Algerian
leaders who were illegally kidnapped while flying over
the Mediterranean on a peaceful mission. The solution
of this problem during this session will save Algeria
from further bloodshed and destruction, which resulted
from postponing the consideration of the Algerian
problem at the last session.
195. The settlement of the problem of West Irian is
very much desired by all. We see no r.eason why this
land should not be restored to its mother country and
to the people with whom it has geographic and
ethnic ties.
196. III regard to the problem of Cyprus, we appeal
to the authorities concerned to facilitate the settlement
of this problem by taking into consideration the right
ofthe people of Cyprus to self-determination.
197. These two problems have given rise to interna
tional tension, and .. it is our duty to eliminate any
tension which endangers the peace.
198. The problem of ,'"he Middle East stems from the
aggressive policy and the repeated aggressive acts of
Israel. This is the root of the disturbance of the peace
in that area. Israel should not have been allowed to
interfere with Egypt's sovereignty and legal rights as
regards the Canal or any other part of Egyptian terri
tory. Consequently, all its forces should completely
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